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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of reducing the
broadcast decoding delay of wireless networks using instantly
decodable network coding (IDNC) based device-to-device (D2D)
communications. In contrast with previous works that assume
a fully connected network, this paper investigates a partially
connected configuration in which multiple devices are allowed to
transmit simultaneously. To that end, the different events occurring at each device are identified so as to derive an expression for
the probability distribution of the decoding delay. Afterward, the
joint optimization problem over the set of transmitting devices
and packet combination of each is formulated. The optimal
solution of the joint optimization problem is derived using a
graph theoretic approach by introducing the cooperation graph
in which each vertex represents a transmitting device with a
weight translating its contribution to the network. The paper
solves the problem by reformulating it as a maximum weight
clique problem which can efficiently be solved. Numerical results
suggest that the proposed solution outperforms state-of-the-art
schemes and provides significant gain, especially for poorly
connected networks.
Index Terms—Instantly decodable network coding, Device-todevice, Partially connected network, Maximum weight clique.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network Coding (NC) is a promising technique [2] to
significantly improve the throughput, i.e., network capacity,
and to minimize delay over wireless erasure channels. These
benefits are of keen interest for the proliferation and spread of
real-time applications as they require quick and reliable packet
transmission over lossy channels with low latency [3], such as
streaming, cellular, satellite networks, and Internet television.
Two classes of NC can be distinguished in the literature,
namely the Random Network Coding (RNC) [4], [5] and
the Opportunistic Network Coding (ONC) [6], [7]. While the
sender in RNC combines packets using random coefficients,
ONC exploits the different received and lost packets to encode
packets in real-time. Although RNC is optimal in reducing
the number of transmissions even without feedback, it is
not suitable for real-time applications as it does not support
progressive decoding of the frame. Moreover, unlike ONC,
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the decoding computation complexity of RNC is prohibitive
for real-time applications on battery-powered devices.
This paper is interested in delay sensitive broadcast services,
in which each device should receive all packets within a
frame with minimum delay [8]. A suitable technique for
such applications is the Instantly Decodable Network Coding
(IDNC) [9]. In this subclass of ONC, the sender encodes
the packets using binary XOR and devices decode them by
the same means, which is an important property that ensures
fast encoding/decoding and overcomes the computationally
expensive matrix inversion operations. Such low-computation
property makes IDNC a suitable technology for batterypowered devices. In addition, non-instantly decodable packets
are not stored, which eliminates the need for buffers and allows
the design of cost-efficient receivers. Thanks to its numerous
benefits, IDNC was a subject of intensive research in the past
few years [8]–[22]. A survey on the recent advantaces in IDNC
schemes and application is available in [23].
The commonly used performance metrics in IDNC are the
completion time and the decoding delay. The former definition
considers the performance as the overall transmission time and
the latter as the individual delays when receiving a packet
that does not bring new information at its reception instant.
This paper considers the minimization of the decoding delay
as it represents a crucial step to study the completion time
reduction, e.g., [24].
A. Related Work
Determining the packet combinations for the whole recovery
phase to optimally reduce the decoding delay is shown to be
intractable even for erasure-free communication [25] or offline studies [26], i.e., erasure events are known in advance.
In order to overcome the complexity, the commonly adopted
approach is to examine the online decoding delay in which
the delay is minimized at each transmission slot.
In all aforementioned works, the wireless centralized sender
of a Point to Multi-Point (PMP) network, such as cellular, WiFi, and roadside to vehicle systems, is the only transmitter in
charge of both the packet sending and recovery processes. This
approach consumes a lot of the sender resources and threats
its ability to deliver the packets with the desired rates. The
problem is expected to further escalate in the next generation
mobile radio systems (5G) as the data rates and the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are becoming even more
constraining. The notion of Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is a suitable technique to overcome the problem [27].
In a D2D configuration, devices exchange packets with each
other over short-range and possibly more reliable channels.
Unlike traditional D2D underlying or overlying a cellular
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network, this paper is interested cooperative data exchange
D2D networks, e.g., fast and secure data communications
over ad-hoc networks. Furthermore, the technology can be
combined with green communication algorithms to enable
highly power-efficient communications [28], [29].
In PMP systems, the optimization is performed only over
on the packet combination to be transmitted. However, the
optimization in a D2D environment should be also made on the
set of transmitting devices in every transmission to achieve the
best network performance. Aboutorab et al. [30] investigate the
problem of minimizing the sum decoding delay in a centrally
controlled D2D environment, wherein a leader, in this case
the cellular BS, takes all decisions. The authors in [31] extend
the study to the imperfect feedback D2D networks. In a fully
distributed D2D system, [32], [33] considers the completion
time and decodind delay minimization, respectively, using
game theory as a tool to improve the distributed solution.
These prior works on IDNC-based D2D systems assume
that the network is fully connected (FC-D2D), i.e., each device
can target all other devices over one-hop transmission. Therefore, only one device can transmit at each transmission slot.
This assumption of FC-D2D may not apply in some realistic
scenarios due to the short transmission ranges of devices
and their widespread over a large cell area. Furthermore,
longer-range D2D transmissions can easily limit the desirable
property of more reliable communications between devices
compared to those from the centralized sender. This work
proposes to study the decoding delay minimization in the case
of partially connected D2D networks (PC-D2D). The partially
connected configuration adds a new dimension to the problem
as many devices can communicate simultaneously, each with
a different packet combination.

show that the proposed solution displays substantial gains as
compared with the fully connected D2D network approach and
the PMP configuration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the system model and parameters. The decoding delay
minimization problem in partially connected D2D network is
formulated in Section III. Section IV solves the problem in
the particular collision-free case. In Section V, the decoding
delay minimization problem is solved. Simulation results are
illustrated and discussed in Section VI before concluding in
Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND PARAMETERS
Consider a wireless base-station (BS) that desires to transmit
N different packets to a set M of M devices. Let N denotes
the frame consisting of the various source packets. The BS
begins by broadcasting the N source packets sequentially.
Each device listens and sends an acknowledgment upon each
successful reception. The probability of a packet loss at device
i when the BS is transmitting is qi , ∀ i ∈ M. At the end of
this initial phase, we assume that each packet of the frame
N is acknowledged by at least one device. Otherwise, the BS
keeps broadcasting the packet until the condition is verified.
After the initialization phase, the packets of the frame can be
in one of the following two sets for each device i:
•
•

The Has set Hi : the set of packets received by device i.
The Wants set Wi : the set of packets lost by device i.

In the recovery phase, devices cooperate using IDNC to
ensure that everyone successfully receives all N packets.
Exploiting the asymmetry of the side information of all users,
a subset of them transmit, simultaneously and using the same
radio resource, XOR combinations of the source packets, with
the aim to maximize the number of users capable of decoding
a new source packet from these XOR combinations. In this
phase, the coded packets can be one of the following options
for device i:

B. Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is to study the reduction
of the decoding delay using IDNC in partially connected D2D
networks. Unlike fully connected D2D networks, in partially
connected systems the problem of selecting the transmitting
devices and the problem of selecting the packet combinations are inter-dependent. Therefore, the optimization problem
should be addressed jointly. Although the paper focuses on
a centrally controlled networks, the decoding delay analysis
presented in this document serves as a reference to future
works on fully distributed systems as it provides a lower bound
on the achievable decoding delay.
The paper first identifies the different expected decoding
delays for each device in the network. These expressions are
exploited to formulate the minimum decoding delay problem
in IDNC-based PC-D2D networks. The paper addresses the
decoding delay reduction by introducing both local IDNC
packet generation graphs and a D2D cooperation graph. The
problem is reformulated as a maximum weight clique search
that can be efficiently solved using existing literature from
graph theory [34], [35]. Both collision-free schedules, i.e.,
transmission schedules not allowing a device to be in the range
of two simultaneously transmitting devices, and collisionallowed schedules are be studied this paper. Simulation results

•
•
•

Non-innovative: A packet is non-innovative for device i
if it does not contain any packet from Wi .
Instantly Decodable: A packet is instantly decodable for
device i if it contains exactly one packet from Wi .
Non-Instantly Decodable: A packet is non-instantly decodable for device i if it contains more than one packet
from Wi .

Definition 1. At any recovery phase transmission, a device i,
with non-empty Wants sets, experiences one unit increase of
decoding delay if he cannot hear exactly one transmission or
if it hears a packet that is either non-instantly decodable or
non-innovative.
Therefore, the decoding delay is a measure of the number
of non-useful transmissions that are successfully received.
Let Ci be the coverage zone of device i defined as the set
of devices in the transmission range of device i and let
P = [pij ], ∀(i, j) ∈ M2 denote the packet erasure probability
from device i to device j. Since users transmit simultaneously
in the same frequency band, devices in the intersection of
2
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Proposition 1. The decoding delay reduction problem in partially connected D2D network can be formulated as follows:
max −|A ∩ Mw | − |T ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw |
A∈P(M)


X
X

1 − pij  ,
(4)
+

the coverage zone of multiple transmitting device experience
collision and are not able to retrieve any useful information.
The notation X, where X is a set in the ensemble E, refers
to the complementary of the set, i.e., X = E \X. The notation
P(E) refers to the power set of the ensemble E. In other
words, P(E) is the set of all subsets of the ensemble E. A
partition {Xi }1≤i≤n of the ensemble E is denoted by E =
L
n
i=1 Xi . Let |X| denote the cardinality of the set X.

i∈A

j∈τi (κ∗
i)

with the packet combinations
 being given by:

X
1 − pij  , ∀ i ∈ A.
κ∗i = arg max 
κi ∈P(Hi )

III. M INIMUM D ECODING D ELAY P ROBLEM
F ORMULATION

(5)

j∈τi (κi )

Proof. In order to formulate the decoding delay minimization
problem in partially connected IDNC-based D2D networks,
the expected decoding delay increase of each device is first
expressed. Afterward, these expressions are used to formulate
the problem as a joint optimization over the set of transmitting
devices and the packet combinations to be transmitted. The
complete proof can be found in Appendix A.

This section first formulates the minimum decoding delay
problem in partially connected D2D networks. The problem is
expressed as a joint optimization over the set of transmitting
devices and the packet combinations to be transmitted. Further,
the section illustrates the optimal solution for a fixed set of
transmitting devices by introducing the local IDNC graph for
packet generation.

Both optimization problems (4) and (5) are inter-dependent
and cannot be solved separately. In the next subsection, we
derive the optimal packet mix for a fixed set of transmitting
devices, i.e., the optimal κ∗i , i ∈ A for a fixed set A.
Afterward, the complexity of finding the optimal solution of
(4) for any reasonably sized network is discussed.

A. Problem Formulation
Let A ∈ P(M) be the set of transmitting devices and let
T (A) be the set of non-transmitting devices in collision. In
other words, T (A) is the set of devices that can hear multiple
transmissions from the set of transmitting devices A. The
mathematical definition of this set is:

T (A) = i ∈
/ A ∃ (m, n) ∈ A2 , m 6= n, i ∈ Cn ∩ Cm .
Define S(A) as the set of devices that are not in the transmission range of any transmitting device. Formally, the set is
written as:
S(A) = {i ∈ M | @ j ∈ A, i ∈ Cj } .
(1)
Define the opportunity zone Oi (A) = Ci \ (A ∪ T (A)) as
the set of devices that can be targeted by device i and can
decode a packet from the transmission. Let Mw be the set
of devices having non-empty Wants set and let κi (A) be the
packet combination to be transmitted by device i ∈ A. Define
τi (κi (A)) as the set of devices that can decode the packet
combination κi sent by device i, i.e., :
τi (κi (A)) = {j ∈ Ci | |κi ∩ Wj | = 1 and j ∈
/ T (A)}. (2)

B. Local IDNC Graphs for Packet Generation
To solve the optimization problem (5), this subsection relies
on a graph theoretical model first introduced in the context of
PMP networks in [15]. Therefore, this section first extends
the IDNC graph to account for the restrictions in packet
possessions of the different devices and the partial connectivity
of the graph. In this context, let such graph for each device
be called its local IDNC graph. Finally, the problem (5) is
reformulated as a maximum weight clique problem in the local
IDNC graph.
In contrast with the PMP model that permits the generation
of all packet mixes, in a D2D environment, each device
can generate coding combinations only from the packets it
possesses, i.e., packets in his Has set. Further, while the
sender in the fully connected network can broadcast packets
to all devices, each device in partially connected systems can
target only devices in its transmission range. This subsection
illustrates how the different devices can build their local IDNC
graphs.
To construct the local IDNC graph Gi (Vi , Ei ) of device i ∈
A, a vertex vkl ∈ Vi is generated for each packet l ∈ (Wk ∩
Hi ), ∀ k ∈ Oi . An edge in Ei connecting vertices vkl and
vmn is created if one of the two following conditions is true:
• l = n ⇒ Packet l is needed by both devices k and m.
• l ∈ Hm and n ∈ Hk ⇒ The packet combination l ⊕ n is
instantly decodable for both devices k and m.
The following lemma characterizes the solution of the
decoding delay reduction problem (5) for a fixed set of
transmitting devices A.

Remark 1. The variables defined above should be all a
function of the set of transmitting devices A. However, for
notation convenience, the set will be dropped unless it is
required, e.g., we will use T and τi (κi ) instead of T (A) and
τi (κi (A)).
This paper is interested in selecting the set of transmitting
devices and their packet combinations so as to minimize
the expected decoding delay increase. Let D(A, κ) be the
total decoding delay increase, the paper solves the following
problem:
min
E [D(A, κ)] .
(3)
A∈P(M)
κi (A)∈P(Hi )

Lemma 1. The optimal solution κ∗i of the optimization problem (5) for device i ∈ A is the maximum weight clique in the

Using Definition 1, the decoding delay reduction problem (3)
can be reformulated using the system parameters.
3
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can transmit a packet and ensure that it can be decoded by at
least one device upon successful reception. When only device
3 is transmitting, the optimal solution is to target device 4 with
packet 1 or 3. When only device 5 is sending, the optimal
solution is to target both devices 6 and 7 with the packet
combination 1 ⊕ 3. However, when both devices 3 and 5 are
sending, device 4 will be subject to collision. In this case, the
optimal joint solution for both transmitting devices is that:

6
0.05

0.05

7

A = {3, 5}

•

Fig. 1. Network composed of 7 devices and 3 packets. The feedback matrix
represents the distribution of lost (1) and received packets (0) at each device.
The erasure probabilities between devices is presented on the edges.

•

device 3 targets device 2 with packet 2.
device 5 targets devices 6 and 7 with the combination
1 ⊕ 3.

The above example shows the high inter-dependence between the set of transmitting devices, transmitted packets and
the possible devices that can benefit from them. This makes the
problem variables non-separable. In this section, the decoding
delay problem is relaxed by focusing on cooperation without
collision. In other words, the cooperation between devices
is allowed only when no device experiences collision. As a
consequence, the modified problem is more mathematically
tractable as it allows decoupling the variables. Hence, this
section solves the following optimization over the set of
transmitting devices:


X
X

max −|A ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw | +
1 − pij 

local IDNC graph Gi of device i in which the weight of each
vertex vkl is 1 − pik .
Proof. The proof of this lemma relies on the existence of a
one-to-one mapping between every possible packet combinations and the cliques in the local IDNC graph. Such a mapping
is demonstrated in [22] for a PMP network. In order to obtain
a similar result for the configuration under investigation, the
proof establishes a correspondence between the local IDNC
graph for the i-th device and a PMP network with a reduced
set of devices and packets. The complete proof can be found
in Appendix B.

A∈P(M)

C. Complexity of Finding the Optimal Solution

i∈A

j∈τi (κ∗
i)

subject to T = ∅.

Given the solution to the decoding delay reduction problem
(5) for a fixed set of transmitting devices, the global optimal
solution to the decoding delay reduction problem (4) can
be obtained by solving problem (5) for all possible set of
transmitting devices. Using an exhaustive search over the M
devices, the complexity is of the order of 2M f, where f is
the complexity of solving (5) that depends on the clique
search algorithm. For example, f = 1.212M N for the clique
algorithm in [36]. Clearly, such approach is unfeasible for any
reasonably sized network. The rest of the paper develops a
tractable method for reaching the global optimal solution of
the optimization problem in (4).

(6)

B. Reformulated Problem
The newly introduced constraint T = ∅ limits the potential
combinations of transmitting devices so as to avoid collision.
Let I be the set of possible combinations of devices that satisfy
the constraint. This set can be expressed as follows:

(7)
I = A ∈ P(M) Ci ∩ Cj = ∅, ∀ (i, j) ∈ A2 .
The following lemma reformulates the decoding delay reduction problem under collision-free cooperation.
Lemma 2. The decoding delay reduction problem in an
collision-free IDNC-based D2D network (6) can be expressed
as:
X
A∗ = arg max −|A ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw | +
yi (κ∗i ). (8)

IV. C OLLISION - FREE C OOPERATIVE S OLUTION
This section presents the solution to the optimization problem in (4) under a collision-free restriction, namely T = ∅.
In other words, the problem is solved under the constraint
that cooperation is allowed only when no device is subject to
collision. The section shows that under the above condition,
both problem variables become separable which allows reformulating the problem as a clique search in a newly designed
cooperation graph. The optimal solution to the problem is
reached in Section V by means of clustering devices and using
both the cooperation and local IDNC graphs.

A∈I

i∈A

where


yi (κ∗i ) = max 
κ∈Gi


X
j∈τi (κ)

1 − pij  .

(9)

Proof. This proof establishes the independence of the set
of transmitting devices and their packet combination given
the collision-free constraint. Such conclusion is reached by
showing that under the collision-free constraint, the localIDNC graph of any transmitting user does not depend on the
other transmitting device. Therefore, using the result of Proposition 1, one concludes the decoupling of the optimization
problems (4) and (5). Finally, expanding the formulation of
each problem allows to obtain the desired result. The complete
proof can be found in Appendix C.

A. Source of Tractability of the Collision-free Solution
Consider the collision-enabled example shown in Fig. 1,
which presents a system of 7 devices and 3 packets, with
their connectivity pattern and the feedback matrix. Given the
network configuration and the distribution of the lost/received
packets, it can be clearly seen that only device 3 and device 5
4
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As hinted in (8) and (9), the constraint T = ∅ allows
the decoupling of the variables A and κi , i ∈ A. Clearly,
the optimization problem (9) is equivalent to the optimization
problem (5) that can be solved using the local IDNC graphs.
In the next subsection, the problem of selecting the set of
transmitting devices (8) is solved using another graph-theoretic
formulation.

the uniqueness of the clustering Z enables the reformulation
of the problem in the next subsections. Let Z be a partition
of A such that:
1) All coverage zones of clusters Z ∈ Z are pairwise
disjoint.
2) Within the same cluster Z ∈ Z, each subset of devices
is interfering with at least another device.
The mathematical definition
of such a clustering Z is:
M
Z=A
(11a)

C. Solution using Cooperation Graph
In general, two devices can transmit simultaneously if
their coverage zones are mutually disjoint. Such combinations
between the devices can be represented in a graph model
called herein the cooperation graph. The graph is constructed
by creating a vertex vi for each device in the network.
Two vertices vi and vj are connected by an edge if their
coverage zone are disjoint. In other words, they are connected
if Ci ∩ Cj = ∅. Using this graph, the following theorem
characterizes the optimal solution of (8).

Z∈Z

C T (Z) ∩ C T (Z 0 ) = ∅, ∀ Z 6= Z 0 ∈ Z

T

(11b)

T

C (z) ∩ C (Z \ z) 6= ∅, ∀ z ⊂ Z, Z ∈ Z,
(11c)
T
where C (X) is the total coverageS zone of all devices in
the set X defined as C T (X) = x∈X Cx . The following
proposition states the uniqueness of the clustering Z for any
set of transmitting devices A.
Proposition 2. For any combination of transmitting devices
A, there exists a unique clustering Z satisfying the constraints
(11a), (11b) and (11c) simultaneously.

Theorem 1. The optimal solution to the reformulated decoding delay reduction problem in an collision-free IDNC-based
D2D network (6) is the maximum weight clique problem over
the cooperation graph, in which the weight ωi of each vertex
vi is:
ωi = |Ci ∩ Mw | − |{i} ∩ Mw | + yi (κ∗i ),
(10)
where κ∗i is the solution to the maximum weight clique problem
in the local IDNC graph of device i illustrated in Lemma 1.

Proof. In order to establishes the uniqueness of the decomposition, this proof first show the existence of the decomposition
by suggesting a sequential constructing method. The proposed
algorithm construct a new cluster of each vertex that does
not satisfy all conditions (11a), (11b) and (11c). The second
part of the proof shows that any other partition that satisfy
all constraints can be reduced by means of permutations to
the one reached by the proposed algorithm. In other words,
the partition is unique. The complete proof can be found in
Appendix E.

Proof. To prove this theorem, we first reformulate the optimization problem (8) in a more tractable form. Afterward, we
show that there is a one-to-one mapping between the set of
feasible transmitting devices and the cliques in the cooperation
graph. Finally, since the weight of the clique is equivalent to
the objective function of (8) then the optimal solution of (8)
is the maximum weight clique in the cooperation graph. The
complete proof can be found in Appendix D.

B. Full Cooperation Graph
In this subsection, the cooperation graph is extended to include the previously defined clusters. The fundamental concept
of constructing such a graph is to preserve all benefits of the
cooperation graph while allowing all possible combinations
of transmitting devices. This goal is reached by generating
particular clusters and then connecting each pair of clusters
that are not interfering with each other. Let Z be the set of
clusters satisfying the constraint (11c) defined as follows:
Z ={Z ∈ P(M) | C T (z) ∩ C T (Z \ z) 6= ∅, ∀z ⊂ Z}. (12)
The full cooperation graph is constructed by generating
a vertex v for each cluster Z ∈ Z. Two vertices v and v 0
representing the clusters Z and Z 0 are connected if they are
non-interfering clusters. In other words, they are connected if
they satisfy constraint (11b):
C T (Z) ∩ C T (Z 0 ) = ∅.
(13)
Let Z be the set of cliques in the full cooperation graph.
The following proposition links the set of cliques to the set of
transmitting devices.

V. C LUSTERING -BASED D ECODING D ELAY R EDUCTION
This section proposes to solve the decoding delay minimization problem (4) by introducing a clustering mechanism
for devices and using the tools developed in the previous
sections. The fundamental concept for solving problem (4)
is to generate groups of non-interfering devices, called herein
clusters, and to extend the cooperation graph formulation. As
these clusters are non-interfering by construction, the results
of the previous sections hold and can be used to find the
optimal solution for (4). Therefore, this section first shows
the mechanism for constructing such clusters. Afterward, the
optimization problem in (4) is shown to be equivalent to a
maximum weight clique problem that can be efficiently solved
using existing literature from graph theory [34], [35].

Proposition 3. There exists a one-to-one mapping between
the set P(M) and Z. In other words, for each A ∈ P(M)
there exist a unique representative Z ∈ Z and inversely.

A. Cluster Generation
This subsection illustrates the construction of a set Z, called
herein a clustering, that uniquely partition a set of transmitting
devices A ∈ P(M). Afterwards, Each cluster Z ∈ Z is
represented by a vertex in the full cooperation graph. Finally,

Proof. The proof of this proposition is based on the result
provided in Lemma 2. For a clique Z ∈ Z it is straightforward
5
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to conclude that there is a unique A ∈ P(M) that represent
it. In fact, by the construction of the vertices Z they satisfy
constraint (11c). Further since Z is a clique then all vertices
are
L connected, and hence they verify constraint (11b). For A =
Z∈Z Z the mapping is unique. Conversely, let A be a set
of transmitting devices. From Lemma 2, there exist a unique
Z that satisfy the constraints (11a), (11b), and (11c). Since all
clusters Z ∈ Z satisfy (12) and (13), then they are generated
in the graph and they are connected. In other words, Z is a
clique which concludes the proof.
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C. Decoding Delay Reduction
This subsection first reformulates the optimization problem
in (4) in a more tractable form based on the results provided
in Proposition 3. Afterwards, the problem is shown to be
equivalent to a maximum weight clique problem in the full
cooperation graph. Finally, the next subsection provides a
method that relies on the generation of a well-defined set of
clusters to construct the cooperation graph. Given the oneto-one mapping between the set of cliques and the set of
transmitting devices, the optimization problem in (4) can be
rewritten as follows:
max −|Z ∩ Mw | − |T ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw |
Z∈Z


XX
X

+
1 − pij 
(14a)
with κ∗i (Z) = arg

max
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Fig. 3. Mean decoding delay versus number of devices M for a network
composed of N = 30 packets, a connecitvity index C = 0.1 an erasure
probability P = 0.1, and Q = 0.2

Theorem 2. The optimal solution to the decoding delay reduction problem in partially connected IDNC-based D2D network
(4) is equivalent to the maximum weight clique problem in
the cooperation graph, in which the weight of each vertex v
representing the cluster Z is:
v = |C T (Z) ∩ Mw | − |Z ∩ Mw | − |T (Z) ∩ Mw |


X
X

+
1 − pij  ,
(15)

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
This section compares the average decoding delay experienced by a partially connected D2D system for the proposed
collision-free and optimal schemes. As a base for comparison,
the paper plots the decoding delay of a conventional PMP
system [15], and the solution proposed in [30] for fully
connected networks. The users are uniformly re-positioned
for each iteration in a 500 × 500m grid with a connectivity
radius R. The connectivity radius is chosen so as to obtain
the required connectivity index C defined as the ratio of the
average number of neighbors by the total number of users
M . In these simulations, the decoding delay is computed
for 100 independent realizations, and the mean value is presented. Since the short range communications are more reliable
than the base-station-to-device communications [30], the D2D
packet erasure probability P is set to be P = Q/2 where Q
is the base-station-to-device packet erasure probability. These
erasure probabilities are assumed to be perfectly known for
all devices.
Fig. 2 depicts the comparison of the average decoding delay
achieved by the PMP configuration, the fully connected D2D
policy, and our partially connected D2D optimal and collisionfree policies against the connectivity index C for M = 60,

j∈τi (κ∗
i)

where κ∗k is the maximum weight clique problem in the local
IDNC graph of device k for 
packet generation:

X
κ∗i = arg max 
1 − pij  .
(16)
κ∈Gi

0.5

5

1 − pij 

The following theorem characterizes the global optimal
solution to the decoding delay reduction in IDNC-based D2D
network (4):

i∈Z

0.4


X

κi ∈P(Hi )

0.3

Fig. 2. Mean decoding delay versus the connectivity index C for a network
composed of M = 60 devices, N = 30 packets, an erasure probability
P = 0.1, and Q = 0.2.

j∈τk (κ∗
i)



0.2

Average Connection Index C

Average Decoding Delay

Z∈Z i∈Z

0
0.1

j∈τi (κ)

Proof. The proof of this theorem relies on the uniqueness of
the clustering Z of each set of transmitting devices. Such
mapping allows to reformulate the decoding delay reduction
problem in terms of clusters of devices which can be expressed
as as an optimization over the individual clusters Z. Finally,
using the results of Theorem 1, the proof concludes that
the optimal solution to the optimization problem (14) is the
maximum weight clique in the full cooperation graph. The
complete proof can be found in Appendix F.
6
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Fig. 4. Mean decoding delay versus number of devices M for a network
composed of N = 30 packets, a connecitvity index C = 0.4 an erasure
probability P = 0.1, and Q = 0.2.
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Fig. 6. Mean decoding delay versus number of packets N for a network
composed of M = 60 devices, a connecitvity index C = 0.4 an erasure
probability P = 0.1, and Q = 0.2.
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Fig. 5. Mean decoding delay versus number of packets N for a network
composed of M = 60 devices, a connecitvity index C = 0.1 an erasure
probability P = 0.1, and Q = 0.2.

Fig. 7. Mean decoding delay versus erasure probability P for a network
composed of M = 60 devices, N = 30 packets, a connecitvity index C =
0.1 an erasure probability Q = 2P .

N = 30, P = 0.1 and Q = 0.2. From Fig. 2, we clearly
see that for a low connectivity index (C ≤ 0.3) our partially
connected approach largely outperforms the fully connected
approach. This can be explained by the fact that in the fully
connected D2D, only one device is transmitting at each time
slot. On the other hand, for a highly connected graph, a single
device can target all others since the number of devices out
of the transmission range is negligible. However for a low
connectivity index, this term is no longer negligible. Further,
the collision-free solution clearly degrades as the connectivity
index increase. This can be explained by the fact that, as
the connectivity index increases, the number of devices that
can transmit simultaneously decreases and thus the scheme
converges to the fully connected D2D.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the average decoding delay
achieved by the same policies against the number of devices
M for N = 30, P = 0.1, Q = 0.2 for a poorly connected
network (C = 0.1 in Fig. 3) and a moderately connected
network (C = 0.4 in Fig. 4). Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show a similar
comparison against the number of packets N for M = 60,
P = 0.1, Q = 0.2 and C = 0.8 for a poorly connected
network (C = 0.1 in Fig. 5) and a moderately connected
network (C = 0.4 in Fig. 6).

For connectivity index C = 0.1, the optimal and collisionfree partially connected policies perform closely as displayed
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. This can be explained by the fact
that, at low connectivity, the set of devices that can transmit
simultaneously while respecting the non-collision constraint
is large. Consequently, allowing collision does not provide
a significant gain. Further, the partially connected algorithms
provide an appreciable gain as compared with the fully connected solution as the number of devices and packets increases.
For C = 0.4, we can clearly from Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 see that
the optimal partially connected policy outperforms the PMP
approach. Note that the PMP approach performs better that the
optimal D2D solution at low connectivity index, as it does not
suffer from devices being out of the transmitting devices range
and the delay encountered by the transmitting devices in the
D2D case. As the connectivity index increases, these effects
decrease in the D2D scenarios, thus enabling the optimal D2D
approach to outperform the PMP as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 depict the same comparison for the
decoding delay against the packet erasure probability P for
M = 60, N = 30, Q = 2P , C = 0.1 for Fig. 7, and C = 0.4
for Fig. 8. For a low connectivity index C, our proposed
solutions outperform the fully connected one for all values of
7
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The event of a device i, with non-empty Wants set, hearing a
packet that is either non-instantly decodable or non-innovative
happens when the device is in the opportunity zone of one of
the transmitting devices, i.e., i ∈ Oj , j ∈ A, and one of the
following event is true:
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The device can hear multiple transmissions: This event
occurs when the device is in the collision region of the
transmitting devices, i.e., i ∈ T ∩ Mw .
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He receives a non-innovative packet combination κj .
He receives a non-instantly decodable packet combination
κj .

0.25

Average Packet Erasure P in Moderate Connected Network

These last two events translate the fact that device i is not
targeted by the transmission, i.e., i ∈ Oj \ τj (κj ). Due to
the erasure nature of the links, the probability that the event
occurs is 1 − pji .
In order to derive the expected decoding delay increase for
an arbitrary device i in the network, we first partition the set
of devices.

Fig. 8. Mean decoding delay versus erasure probability P for a network
composed of M = 60 devices, N = 30 packets, a connecitvity index C =
0.4 an erasure probability Q = 2P .

erasure probabilities as shown in Fig. 7. As the connectivity
index increases (Fig. 8), we clearly see that the performance of
the optimal partially connected D2D is better than the PMP
one. This can be clearly explained bu the fact that, as the
erasure probabilities increase, the D2D setting provides a much
better reachability and packet delivery compared to the PMP
setting.

Lemma 3. For any set of transmitting devices A, the following
sets forms aM
partition of the set of all devices M:
M=
(Oi ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (A ∩ Mw )
i∈A

⊕ (T ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (S ∩ Mw ) ⊕ M w .

VII. C ONCLUSION
The paper investigates the decoding delay reduction problem in an IDNC-based device-to-device communications network. It considers a partially connected network in which more
than one device can transmit simultaneously. The decoding delay minimization problem is formulated as a joint optimization
over the set of transmitting devices and the packet combination
to be transmitted. The paper introduces the local IDNC graph
and the cooperation graph which enable the reformulation
of the decoding delay reduction problem as a maximum
weight clique search. Numerical results suggest that the PCD2D outperforms the FC-D2D and provides appreciable gains,
especially for poorly connected networks. The results herein
can be used in future research direction to propose an online
completion time reduction strategy.

(A.1)

Proof. We first prove that for any set of transmitting devices
A, the following results[
holds:
M=
Oi ∪ A ∪ T ∪ S.
(A.2)
i∈A

T

Let C =

S
i∈A

Ci be the total coverage zone of the transmit-

ting devices. By definition of the set S, we have:
M = C T ∪ S.
(A.3)
Hence the opportunity zone can be written as follows:
Oi = Ci \ (A ∪ T ) , ∀ i ∈ A.
(A.4)
Developing the union
of
the
opportunity
zones
yields:
[
[
Oi =
Ci \ (A ∪ T )
i∈A

[
i∈A

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1

i∈A

Oi = C T \ (A ∪ T )
CT =

From the definition of the decoding delay, device i, with
non-empty Wants sets, experiences one unit increase of decoding delay if he cannot hear exactly one transmission or
if he hears a packet that is either non-instantly decodable or
non-innovative. The event of a device i, with non-empty Wants
set, not be able to hear exactly one transmission occurs in the
following scenarios:
• The device cannot hear any transmission: This event
occurs if one of the following is true:
– The device is transmitting, i.e., i ∈ A ∩ Mw ).
– The device is out of the transmission range of the
transmitting devices, i.e., i ∈ S ∩ Mw .

[

Oi ∪ A ∪ T .

(A.5)

Therefore, we obtain the[desired result:
M=
Oi ∪ A ∪ T ∪ S.

(A.6)

i∈A

i∈A

We now prove that the sets are disjoint. By definition of the
sets A, T and S, we have that these sets are pairwise disjoint.
Also by definition, we have the set Oi is disjoint from A and
T , ∀i ∈ A. Finally, assume ∃ i ∈ Oj ∩ Ok for (j, k) ∈
A2 . We have Oi ⊂ Ci . Therefore, i ∈ Cj ∩ Ck . By definition
of the collision set T , we have i ∈ T . By definition of the
opportunity zone, we have Oi ∩ T = ∅, ∀ i ∈ A. Hence such
i ∈ Oj ∩Ok does not exist and all sets Ol , ∀ l ∈ A are pairwise
disjoint. Obviously, we have (X ∩ Y ) ∩ Y = ∅, ∀ X, Y . This
8
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conclude ourM
proof and we have:
M=
(Oi ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (A ∩ Mw )

delay minimization problem can be reformulated as follows:
max −|A ∩ Mw | − |T ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw |
A∈P(M)


X
X

1 − pij  ,
(A.11)
+

i∈A

⊕ (T ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (S ∩ Mw ) ⊕ M w .

(A.7)

j∈τi (κ∗
i)

i∈A

with the packet combinations
being given

 by:
X
κ∗i = arg max 
1 − pij  , ∀ i ∈ A.

From Lemma 3, for any set of transmitting devices A, the
following sets
Mforms a partition of the set of devices M:
M=
(Oi ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (A ∩ Mw )

κi ∈P(Hi )

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1

i∈A

⊕ (T ∩ Mw ) ⊕ (S ∩ Mw ) ⊕ M w .

(A.8)

To proof this lemma, an approach similar to the one employed in [22] for a PMP network is used. Since a device i can
target only devices in his opportunity zone Oi and can make
packet combination only using the packets it already holds,
then the network can be reduced. In other words, considering
the reduced network consisting of a set M0 = Oi of devices
and a set N 0 = Hi of packets yields the same solution. In fact,
since τi (κi ) ⊆ Oi , then the targeted devices in the original
network are the same as in the reduced one. Moreover, given
κi ⊆ Hi then the packet combination remains unchanged.
Therefore, the problem can beexpressed as: 
X
κ∗i = arg max 0 
1 − pij  .
(B.1)

Given the partition of devices in (A.8) and the analysis
above, the expected individual decoding delay dj (A, κ) of
device j when devices in A are transmitting respectively the
packets combinations κi and κ = {κi }i∈A is given by:

0
if j ∈ M w





1
if j ∈ A ∩ Mw



1
if j ∈ T ∩ Mw
P(dj (A, κ) = 1) =

1
if j ∈ S ∩ Mw




0
if j ∈ (Oi ∩ Mw ) ∩ τi (κi )



1 − pij if j ∈ (Oi ∩ Mw ) \ τi (κi ).

Let D(A, κ) be the total decoding delay increase. From
(A.8), all sets form a partition of M and thus are disjoint.
Therefore, the expected overall decoding delay can be written
as:
X
E [D(A, κ)] =
di (A, κ)

κi ∈P(N )

i∈M

j∈(Oi ∩Mw )\τi (κi )

Using the expected decoding delay increase expression
(A.9), the decoding delay minimization problem can be formulated as the following joint optimization over the set of
transmitting devices and the packet combination to be transmitted:
min
E [D(A, κ)]
A∈P(M)
κi (A)∈P(Hi )

⇔

κi ∈P(Hi )

min |A ∩ Mw | + |T ∩ Mw |

A∈P(M)
κi ∈P(Hi )

= arg max 
κi ∈Gi

+ |S ∩ Mw | +
⇔

max

A∈P(M)
κi ∈P(Hi )



X

X


i∈A

j∈(Oi ∩Mw )\τi (κi )


− |S ∩ Mw | +


X


i∈A

j∈τi (κi )



1 − pij  .

X

j∈τi (κ)

1 − pij  , ∀ i ∈ A.

(B.2)

where κ is a clique in the local IDNC graph. Therefore, the
solution of the optimization problem (5) for device i ∈ A is
the maximum weight clique in the local IDNC graph Gi in
which the weight of each vertex vjl is 1 − pij .

1 − pij 

− |A ∩ Mw | − |T ∩ Mw |
X

j∈τi (κi )





j∈τi (κi )

According to the analysis done in [22], the optimization
problem (B.1) is equivalent to a maximum weight clique
in the IDNC graph [15] of the reduced network. Since the
IDNC graph of the reduced network is equivalent to the local
IDNC graph introduced in Section III, the result can be easily
extended to the local IDNC graph. Therefore, the set of all
feasible packet combinations in local IDNC is represented by
all maximal cliques in Gi . To generate a packet combination,
binary XOR is applied to all packets identified by the vertices
of a selected maximal clique κ in Gi . The targeted devices by
this transmission κ are those determined by the vertices of the
selected maximal clique. In terms of the local IDNC graph,
the optimization problem(5) is equivalentto:
X
1 − pij 
κ∗i = arg max 

= |A ∩ Mw | + |T ∩ Mw | + |S ∩ Mw |


X
X

+
1 − pij  . (A.9)
i∈A

(A.12)

j∈τi (κi )

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2

(A.10)

This proof establishes the independence of the set of
transmitting devices and their packet combination given the
collision-free constraint. Such conclusion is reached by showing that under the collision-free constraint, the local-IDNC

Clearly, from the problem formulation (A), the packet
combination that the transmitting devices can generate only
affects the last term of the expression. Therefore, the decoding
9
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graph of any transmitting user does not depend on the other
transmitting device. Therefore, using the result of Proposition 1, one concludes the decoupling of the optimization
problems (4) and (5). Finally, expanding the formulation of
each problem allows to obtain the desired result.

Finally, since the weight of the clique is equivalent to the
objective function of (8) then the optimal solution of (8) is
the maximum weight clique in the cooperation graph.
S
Let C T (A) =
Ci be the total coverage zone of the

Lemma 4. For any set of transmitting device A ∈ I satisfying
the non-collision constraint, we have:
Oi (A) = Oi = Ci \ {i}.
(C.1)

transmitting devices. The set of devices, with non-empty
Wants set, out of the transmission range of the transmitting
devices can be written, under the non-collision constraint, as
follows:



S ∩ Mw = M \ C T (A) ∩ Mw = M ∩ C T (A) ∩ Mw



= C T (A) ∩ Mw = C T (A) ∩ Mw ∪ Mw ∩ M w




= Mw ∩ C T (A) ∪ M w = Mw ∩ C T (A) ∩ Mw

= Mw \ C T (A) ∩ Mw .
(D.1)
L
T
Since T = ∅, then we have C (A) =
Ci . Therefore, the

i∈A

Proof. Let A ∈ I satisfying the non collision constraint, we
have by definition of the collision set T (A) = ∅. Hence, the
expression of the opportunity zone Oi (A) of any device i ∈ A
becomes:
Oi (A) = Ci \ (A ∪ T (A))
= Ci \ A.
(C.2)
We now prove that (Ci \ {i}) ∩ A = ∅. Assume ∃ j ∈
(Ci \ {i}) ∩ A. Then, by definition of the coverage zone, we
have j ∈ Cj and thus j ∈ Cj ∩ (Ci \ {i}) ∈ T (A). However, by
definition of the set A, the collision region is empty T (A) =
∅. Therefore, such j ∈ (Ci \ {i}) ∩ A does not exist, which
conclude our proof and we have:
Oi (A) = Oi = Ci \ {i}.
(C.3)

i∈A

cardinality of the set S ∩ Mw can be written as!follows:
M
|S ∩ Mw | = |Mw | −
Ci ∩ Mw
i∈A

= |Mw | −
= |Mw | −

From Lemma 4, under the non-collision condition T = ∅,
the opportunity zone of any transmitting device i is independent of the set of transmitting devices. In other words, for any
set of transmitting device A ∈ I:
Oi (A) = Oi = Ci \ {i}.
(C.4)
The only variable that depends on the set of transmitting
devices A, in the construction of the local IDNC graph of
device i, is the opportunity zone Oi . Therefore, given that
(C.4) holds under the non-collision constraint, then the local
IDNC graph does not depend on the transmitting devices,
i.e., Gi (A) = Gi . As a consequence, the optimal packet
combination device i can generate (optimization problem (5))
does not depend on the set of transmitting devices as showed
in following equation: 

X
κ∗i (A) = arg max 
1 − pij 
κ∈Gi (A)

= arg max 
κ∈Gi

A∈I

j∈τi (κ)

i∈A

|Ci ∩ Mw |.

(D.2)

i∈A

The rest of the section shown that there is a one-to-one
mapping between the set of feasible transmitting devices, i.e.,
A ∈ I, and the set of cliques in the cooperation graph. Finally,
to conclude the proof, we note that the weight of the clique
is equivalent to the objective function of (D.3) which proves
that the solution of the problem is equivalent to the maximum
weight clique in the cooperation graph for a well-designed
weights.

1 − pij  = κ∗i , ∀ i ∈ A. (C.5)

Let A ∈ I be any combination of transmitting devices
satisfying the non-collision constraint. We show that it can
be represented by a clique κ in the cooperation graph. Let vi
be the vertices associated with the device i ∈ A. By definition
of I we have Ci ∩ Cj = ∅, ∀ i 6= j ∈ A. Therefore, vertices
vi and vj are connected which concludes that κ is a clique in
the cooperation graph.

Let yi (κ∗i ) be the value of the objective function of (C.5).
Note that yi (κ∗i ) is a non-negative function. The problem of
selecting the transmitting devices can be expressed
X as:
A∗ = arg max −|A ∩ Mw | − |S ∩ Mw | +
yi (κ∗i ).
A∈I

X

(Ci ∩ Mw )

(D.3)


X

i∈A

Note that, the first term in (D.2) is constant with respect
to the set of transmitting devices and the transmitted packet
combinations. Thus, this term is ignored in
Pthe optimization
problem. Clearly, we have |A ∩ Mw | =
i∈A |{i} ∩ Mw |.
Hence, the optimization problem (8) can be reformulated as
follows:
X
A∗ = arg max
(|Ci ∩ Mw | − |{i} ∩ Mw | + yi (κ∗i ))

j∈τi (κ)



M

i∈A

A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1

In a similar way, let κ be a clique in the cooperation graph
associated with the set of transmitting devices A. Since all
nodes are pairwise connected then Ci ∩ Cj = ∅, ∀ vi 6= vj ∈
κ and hence A ∈ I. Therefore, there a one-to-one mapping
between the set of feasible schedules I and the set of cliques
in the cooperation graph. Finally, let κ be a clique. The weight

To prove this theorem, we first reformulate the optimization
problem (8) in a more tractable form. Afterward, we show
that there is a one-to-one mapping between the set of feasible
transmitting devices and the cliques in the cooperation graph.
10
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Algorithm 1 Cluster Construction
Require: A, Ci , ∀ i inA.
Initialize Z = ∅.
Initialize k = 0.
while A =
6 ∅ do
Set k ← k + 1.
Initialize Zk = ∅.
Set Zk ← {a}, a ∈ A.
Set A ← A \ {a}.
Initialize t = true.
while t = true do
Set t ← false.
for all b ∈ A do
if Cb ∩ C T (Zk ) 6= ∅ then
Set Zk ← Zk ∪ {b}.
Set A ← A \ {b}.
Set t ← true.
end if
end for
end while
end while
Set Z ← {Z1 , · · · , Zk }

the constraint (11b). The process is repeated until A = ∅
which ensures that constraint (11a) is satisfied. Therefore, the
algorithm proves the existence of a clustering Z respecting
the conditions (11a), (11b) and (11c) simultaneously for all
combination of transmitting devices A. The steps of the
algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Now we proof uniqueness of such decomposition. Let A be
a set of transmitting devices and let Z and Z 0 be two distinct
clustering of the set A satisfying the constraints (11a), (11b)
and (11c) simultaneously.
constraint (11a), we have:
M From theM
Z=A=
Z 0.
(E.1)
Z∈Z

can be defined
Xas follows:
w(κ) =
w(vi )
vi ∈κ

=

X
vi ∈κ

(|Ci ∩ Mw | − |{i} ∩ Mw | + yi (κ∗i )) .

Z 0 ∈Z 0

Note that this condition implies only that the clustering have
the same number of devices and not necessarily the same
clusters Z. Since Z 6= Z 0 , given that both clustering satisfy
(11a) then ∃ i ∈ Z ∩ Z 0 with Z ∈ Z, Z 0 ∈ Z 0 , Z 6= Z 0 .
Let K be the set constructed by first including the device i.
Each device k in the set A is included in K if Ck ∩ C T (K) 6=
∅. When no more devices can be added the process stop.
Constraint (11b) can be written as:
C T (Z) ∩ C T (A \ Z) = ∅, ∀ Z ∈ A.
(E.2)
From (11b), we can clearly see that K ⊆ Z and K ⊆ Z 0 .
Assume that K ⊂ Z, then from (11c), we have:
K ⊂ Z ⇔ C T (Z \ K) ∩ C T (K) 6= ∅.
(E.3)
From the construction of the set K, we have:
C T (A \ K) ∩ C T (K) = ∅.
(E.4)
T
Since C (Z \ K) ⊂ C T (A \ K), then K = Z. The same
reasoning can be done to Z 0 and thus Z = Z 0 and Z = Z 0 .
This proves uniqueness of the decomposition and concludes
our proof.

(D.4)

The weight in (D.4) is the objective function illustrated in
(D.3). As a conclusion, the maximum weight clique in the
cooperation graph is the optimal solution to the optimization
problem (8) which conclude our proof.

A PPENDIX F
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2

A PPENDIX E
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2

To prove this theorem, we first develop each term of the
optimization problem (14) in order to reformulate the problem
in a more tractable form. Exploiting the constraint in the
creation of the clusters Z ∈ Z, we show that the problem can
be formulated as an optimization over the individual clusters
Z. Finally, using the results of Theorem 1, the proof concludes
that the optimal solution to the optimization problem (14) is
the maximum weight clique in the full cooperation graph.
Using an analysis similar to the one done in (D.1), the set
of devices out of the transmission range of the transmitting
devices can be written as:

S ∩ Mw = Mw \ C T (Z) ∩ Mw .
(F.1)
T
T
0
0
Since C (Z) ∩ C (Z ) = ∅, ∀ Z 6= Z ∈ Z (constraint
(11b) on theLgeneration of the clusters), then we can write
C T (Z) =
C T (Z). Therefore, the cardinality of the set

In order to establishes the uniqueness of the decomposition,
this proof first show the existence of the decomposition by
suggesting a sequential constructing method. The proposed
algorithm construct a new cluster of each vertex that does
not satisfy all conditions (11a), (11b) and (11c). The second
part of the proof shows that any other partition that satisfy all
constraints can be reduced by means of permutations to the
one reached by the proposed algorithm. In other words, the
partition is unique.
To generate a clustering Z associated with the set of
transmitting devices A respecting the conditions (11a), (11b)
and (11c) simultaneously, this section proposes a sequential
constructing method. A cluster Z1 is first generated by including an arbitrary element of the set A. Afterward, all remaining
devices that are interfering with the cluster Z1 are added to it.
It is easy to see that such method of construction ensures that
constraint (11c) holds. After this step, all remaining devices in
A are not interfering with Z1 . A second cluster Z2 is generated
by including one of the transmitting devices in A and all
interfering devices added to it. Note that all devices in Z2
are not interfering with devices in Z1 . Therefore, Z1 and Z2
are not interfering and by extension the clustering Z satisfy

Z∈Z

can be written as:
X
|S ∩ Mw | = |Mw | −
|C T (Z) ∩ Mw |.

(F.2)

Z∈Z

As for (D.2), the first term in (F.2) is constant. Therefore, it
is removed from
P the optimization problem. Clearly, we have
|Z ∩ Mw | =
|Z ∩ Mw |. Similarly, the set of devices in
Z∈Z
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z∈Z
z6=z 0 ∈Z 0

From the constraint (11b), inter-cluster collision region is
empty. In other words,
[ we[have:
(Cz ∩ Cz0 ) = ∅.
(F.4)
Z6=Z 0 ∈Z z∈Z
z 0 ∈Z 0

Substituting (F.4) in (F.3) yields the following expression of
the collision region:
[ [
T (Z) =
(Cz ∩ Cz0 )
Z∈Z z6=z 0 ∈Z

=

M
Z∈Z

T (Z).

(F.5)

Therefore, the cardinality of the set can be expressed as
follows:
X
|T ∩ Mw | =
|T (Z) ∩ Mw |.
(F.6)
Z∈Z

Finally, the optimization problem (14) can be formulated as
follows:
X
Z ∗ = arg max
|C T (Z) ∩ Mw | − |Z ∩ Mw |
Z∈Z

Z∈Z

− |T (Z) ∩ Mw | + y(Z)
where the function y(Z)
as follows: 

 is defined
X
X
 max 
(1 − pij )
y(Z) =
i∈Z

κi ∈Gi

(F.7)

(F.8)

j∈τi (κi )

Since the clusters are non-interfering clusters, they can be
seen as new devices in the network. Mirroring the steps used in
Theorem 1, the optimal clustering Z ∗ is given by the maximal
weight clique in the full cooperation graph where the weight
of each vertex v representing the cluster Z can be expressed
as:
v =|C T (Z) ∩ Mw | − |Z ∩ Mw | − |T (Z) ∩ Mw | + y(Z).
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